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LET’S SING AND READ POEMS

Improving some skills

INDICADORES DE LOGRO
• Mejora su escucha y pronunciación a través de videos musicales
• Interpreta el mensaje de algunos poemas a través de diferentes actividades
• Identifica algunas expresiones útiles a través de  canciones y poemas
• Toma decisiones basadas en principios y valores sociales y particulares  

(COMPETENCIA AXIOLÓGICA)
• Analiza y reflexiona sobre su comportamiento y el de otros
• Cuida los bienes ajenos, públicos y del entorno
• Actúa y se desempeña con autodisciplina sin necesidad de la supervisión en el marco 

de la autonomía otorgada
• Reconoce los valores que le son útiles para la formulación de su proyecto de vida
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With my classmates I read the following text:

Las acciones que realizamos reflejan los valores y los principios por 
los cuales nos regimos, no podemos ser insensibles ante el dolor 
de los demás si hemos practicado la solidaridad, no podemos ser 
intolerantes ante la diferencia de opiniones si hemos practicado 
el respeto mutuo, no podemos ser violentos en nuestras vidas 
si hemos cultivado el valor de la paciencia y del diálogo; en fin 
nuestras acciones diarias hablan de los valores y los principios 
que hemos cultivado desde nuestra infancia y hemos afianzado 
en nuestro paso por la escuela y el colegio. La sociedad necesita 
de personas que sean seres humanos antes que máquinas de 
trabajo, también necesitamos que las relaciones personales sean 
respetuosas y cálidas antes que relaciones marcadas solo por 
los intereses económicos que mueven a muchas personas en 
el mundo. Si queremos triunfar en cualquier campo de la vida, 
debemos tratar a los demás como seres humanos que como 
yo sienten, sufren, anhelan, desean, y sueñan con ser y estar 
mejor cada día para beneficiarse a si mismo y a quienes los 
rodean. Algunos valores y sentimientos positivos aparecen en la 
poesía o en la música, en esta guía vamos a deleitarnos leyendo 
algunas poesías y cantando algunas canciones con las cuales nos 
podemos identificar.
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Look at this beautiful landscape...

1. Let’s complete the sentence

This sunshine is like ___________ because it’s beautiful and wonderful.

a. …... a problem
b. …… our love
c. …... a table

2. Let’s write some sentences about the landscape and let’s identify some values
included in it.

I am going to write the following poems on my notebook, I use the dictionary in order 
to look for the new words.
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What I Love About You

I love the way you look at me,
your eyes so bright and blue.
I love the way you kiss me,

your lips so soft and smooth.

I love the way you make me so happy,
and the ways you show you care.

I love the way you say, “I Love You”,
and the way you’re always there.

I love the way you touch me,
always sending chills down my spine.

I love that you are with me,
and glad that you are mine.

- Crystal Jansen -

In this beautiful poem we can identify  the expression  I LOVE THE WAY….,it means that 
you like the things that the other does. It’s possible that you can use the expression I 
HATE THE WAY…, this expression talks about something disgusting or that you don’t 
agree. 

Let’s see some examples…

POSSITIVE EXPRESSION NEGATIVE EXPRESSION

I love the way you look at me I hate the way you lie
I love the way you work on your future I hate the way you lose time 
I love the way you  take care of the nature I hate the way you  hurt your family

Activity one

Each one is going to identify  the values included in the poem and in the positive
expressions. We write them in English.

Each one is going to choose his partner of right side and you are going to do the
following activity.
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“ I write five sentences about the values of my right side partner. When all of us 
finish this activity, do the same on the contrary way. 

“ I write the ideas that I understood around the poem.

“ I complete the sentences using the correct expression. (I love the way…. I hate 
the way….

1. ______________________ you throw garbage on the floor.
2. ______________________ you keep my secrets.
3.  _____________________ you shout in the classroom.
4.  _____________________ you talk badly about other people.
5. ______________________ you help others.
6. ______________________ you take care of our environment.

FRIENDSHIP POEM

Let’s read another beautiful poem about friendship. First at all, in order to understand 
any text you have to underline the new words and look for ther meaning. Remember 
that there are some special expression called “TWO WORD VERBS” or “PHRASAL VERBS”.  
These expressions are formed by a verb followed by a preposition. We have studied this 
topic in previous handouts. Here we  are going to learn more words about this topic. 
Let’s see some examples.

I write the following  phrasal verbs on my notebook. I use the dictionary if some 
words are new for me.

SEPARABLE 

calm down = become calm
carry on = continue
figure out = interpret; understand
fix up = repair; arrange in a suitable manner
let down = disappoint
take over = take; assume command of
pull through : recover something or  go on 
stand by = wait; be prepared to assist
hold up = delay; threaten with a weapon, give support.
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INSEPARABLE

come across - find accidentally
get around - evade; avoid
go over - review
look back on - remember nostalgically
talk over - discuss
drop in - visit someone casually without planning.

I read and write the poem on my notebook.

FRIENDSHIP

Standing by,
all the way.

Here to help you through your day.

Holding you up,
when you are weak,

helping you find what it is you seek.

Catching your tears,
when you cry.

Pulling you through when the tide is high.

Just being there,
through thick and thin,

all just to say, you are my friend.

- Brittani Kokko -

Activity two

1.  We write a Spanish version of this poem, we can do that  with the dictionary, and 
taking into account the phrasal verbs. We can read the Spanish version many times 
in order to make it better, we can share this experience with our teacher. After 
that, we can put our poem on the Billboard “Periódico Mural”. We make a drawing 
related with the poem.
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2. Let’s match the following information about phrasal verbs. I write the exercise on 
my notebook.

 A            B
FIGURE OUT   (    )  1. Descubrir
BLOW UP  (    ) 2. Continuar , Seguir
CARRY ON  (    ) 3. Escapar 
COME ACROSS  (    ) 4. Dejar Sin Sentido
LET DOWN  (    ) 5. Recuperarse
RUN AWAY   (    ) 6. Salir Adelante, Recobrarse
GET OVER   (    ) 7. Estallar
KNOCK OUT  (    ) 8. Apoyar, Sostener, Proteger
PULL THROUGH  (    ) 9. Encontrar, Toparse Con 
HOLD UP  (    ) 10. Decepcionar, Defraudar   
         

It’s time to sing a beautiful song. Let’s listen the song, we 
go to CRA, and look for the c.d with the English  songs. Let’s 
listen the song twice. We write the song on our books and 
try to fill the blanks with the appropriated word.

Boulevard of broken dreams (GREEN DAY)

I walk a lonely _______
The only one that I have ever ______
Don’t know ________ it goes
But its home to me and I walk ______

I walk this empty street
On the Boulevard of ______ Dreams
When the city sleeps
And I’m the only one and I walk alone
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I walk  ______
I walk alone
 
My shadow’s the only one that walks __________ me
My shallow heart’s the only thing that’s beating
Sometimes I wish ________ out there will find me
Till then I walk alone

Ah-ah, Ah-ah, Ah-ah, Aaah-ah,
Ah-ah, Ah-ah, Ah-ah

I’m walking down the _____
That divides me somewhere in my mind
On the border line
Of the edge and where I walk _____

Read __________ the lines
What’s fucked up and everything’s alright
Check my vital signs
And know I’m still ________ and I walk alone

I walk alone (…)
 
My ________ the only one that walks beside me
My shallow heart’s the only thing that’s beating
_________ I wish someone out there will find me
Till then I walk alone

Ah-ah, Ah-ah, Ah-ah, Aaah-ah

I walk alone (…)
I walk alone (….)

Activity three

• Every one is going to make a drawing  referring to the song, let’s enjoy the music, 
and we are going to take into account the following words to design the drawing:
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“ After I finish the drawing, I am going to write something about the song. Each one 
knows that DREAMS are very important in our lives, we can’t let that our dreams 
be broken, as the song says, my text can be in Spanish referring to the importance 
to get my own dreams. I share this activity with my classmates, we can do a little 
exhibition about the drawings and the messages.

Another nice song

Before listening the song, we are going to answer the following questions, we only 
answer Yes or Not, be sure that you understand the questions.
  
Sometimes…
Do you feel alone in this world?
Do you need that somebody helps you?
Do you think that everything it’s over?
Do you want to change something in your life?

La siguiente canción nos ayuda a encontrar valores y motivos relevantes 
para continuar fortaleciendo nuestro PROYECTO DE VIDA.
Necesitamos ser mejores cada día para lograr así las metas que nos 
hemos propuesto a lo largo de nuestra vida de esta manera estamos 
luchando desde el presente para tener un futuro mejor.
Recuerda que un sabio dicho dice
“ No dejes para mañana lo que puedas hacer hoy”.
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Let’s  listen to the song and try to organize paragraphs in order the .  Go to C.R.A 
and take the c.d. I don’t disturb the other team-works, ask your teacher if you can  
leave the room. We know that we have to take care of all resources that be under our 
responsibility

It’s just a moment
This time will pass.

And you are such a fool
To worry like you do
I know it’s tough
And you can never get enough
Of what you don’t really need now
My, oh my.

You’ve got to get yourself together
You’ve got stuck in a moment
And you can’t get out of it.

Oh love, look at you now
You’ve got yourself stuck in a moment
And you can’t get out of it.

I was unconscious, half asleep
The water is warm ‘til you discover how deep.

I will not forsake
The colors that you bring
The nights you filled with fireworks
They left you with nothing.

I wasn’t jumping, for me it was a fall
It’s a long way down to nothing at all.

You’ve got to get yourself together
You’ve got stuck in a moment
And you can’t get out of it.

Don’t say that later will be better
Now you’re stuck in a moment
And you can’t get out of it.

 And if the night runs over
And if the day won’t last
And if your way should falter
Along this stony pass.

Stuck in a moment ( U 2 )

I’m just trying to find
A decent melody
A song that I can sing
In my own company.

And if the night runs over
And if the day won’t last
And if our way should falter
Along the stony pass.

I never thought you were a fool
But darling look at you
You gotta stand up straight
Carry your own weight
These tears are going nowhere baby.

You’ve got to get yourself together
You’ve got stuck in a moment
And now you can’t get out of it.

I’m not afraid
Of anything in this world
There’s nothing you can throw at me
That I haven’t already heard.

Don’t say that later will be better
Now you’re stuck in a moment.

And you can’t get out of it
And if the night runs over
And if the day won’t last
And if our way should falter
Along the stony pass.

I am still enchanted
By the light you brought to me
I listen through your ears
Through your eyes I can see.
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 Activity four

After you have organized the song’s paragraphs let’s compare the order with the 
original song that is at the end of this unit. (Annexes).

1. Write the unknown vocabulary and look for it at the dictionary.

2. We are going to select the keywords, making a list on our notebooks, looking at 
the dictionary for their meaning, we can divide the work among the members of 
the group. We give a specific time to do this activity at the end each one is going 
share the message that found in the song. 

3. We share this activity with our teacher, he will correct the mistakes that he find 
in our activity.

1. The majority of classmates like English songs. So, we are going to get some lyrics 
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lyric. Before sharing the song each one is going to look for the vocabulary and the 
Spanish version of his or her song, in order to share the messages of the song. The 
team work is going to ask to the teacher the possible dates to do this activity, in 
order to get the specific date, the team work must be prepared to have the resources 
that  they need for doing this activity. 

• We can make a little festival of the English song, we can make groups or individual 
participation. We can prepare the song that we learn in this handout or prepare 
some one that we like it. In the English songs C.D we can find other songs that 
can be used in this festival. In this activity we are going to organize the festival, 
We only ask to the teacher about the date, we are able to do this, with our own 
rules. 

 
This kind of activities help the people to be together and enjoyable.

• We are going to write some interesting expressions about social values such as: 
peace, honesty, friendship, respect, solidarity,  and so on. We can ask for helping 
to our teacher. This expressions are going to be exposed in our billboard PERIODICO 
MURAL, the expressions will  refers to the values that are very important in our life. 
If I have values, and each one has values, the world can be changing in a right 
way. We can read more poems in order to take good ideas for our job.

This kind of activities make the people feel happy and important 
for the world.

Boulevard of broken dreams

I walk a lonely road
The only one that I have ever known
Don’t know where it goes
But its home to me and I walk alone

I walk this empty street
On the Boulevard of Broken Dreams
When the city sleeps
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And I’m the only one and I walk alone
I walk alone
I walk alone

I walk alone
I walk a...

My shadow’s the only one that walks beside me
My shallow heart’s the only thing that’s beating
Sometimes I wish someone out there will find me
Till then I walk alone

Ah-ah, Ah-ah, Ah-ah, Aaah-ah,
Ah-ah, Ah-ah, Ah-ah

I’m walking down the line
That divides me somewhere in my mind
On the border line
Of the edge and where I walk alone

Read between the lines
What’s fucked up and everything’s alright
Check my vital signs
And know I’m still alive and I walk alone

I walk alone
I walk alone

I walk alone
I walk a...

My shadow’s the only one that walks beside me
My shallow heart’s the only thing that’s beating
Sometimes I wish someone out there will find me
Til then I walk alone

Ah-ah, Ah-ah, Ah-ah, Aaah-ah
Ah-ah, Ah-ah

I walk alone
I walk a...
I walk this empty street
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On the Boulevard of Broken Dreams
When the city sleeps
And I’m the only one and I walk a...

My shadow’s the only one that walks beside me
My shallow heart’s the only thing that’s beating
Sometimes I wish someone out there will find me
Till then I walk alone

Stuck in a moment

I’m not afraid
Of anything in this world
There’s nothing you can throw at me
That I haven’t already heard

I’m just trying to find
A decent melody
A song that I can sing
In my own company

I never thought you were a fool
But darling look at you
You gotta stand up straight
Carry your own weight
These tears are going nowhere baby

You’ve got to get yourself together
You’ve got stuck in a moment
And now you can’t get out of it

Don’t say that later will be better
Now you’re stuck in a moment
And you can’t get out of it

I will not forsake
The colors that you bring
The nights you filled with fireworks
They left you with nothing

I am still enchanted
By the light you brought to me
I listen through your ears
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Through your eyes I can see
And you are such a fool
To worry like you do
I know it’s tough
And you can never get enough
Of what you don’t really need now
My, oh my

You’ve got to get yourself together
You’ve got stuck in a moment
And you can’t get out of it

Oh love, look at you now
You’ve got yourself stuck in a moment
And you can’t get out of it

I was unconscious, half asleep
The water is warm ‘til you discover how deep

I wasn’t jumping, for me it was a fall
It’s a long way down to nothing at all

You’ve got to get yourself together
You’ve got stuck in a moment
And you can’t get out of it

Don’t say that later will be better
Now you’re stuck in a moment
And you can’t get out of it

And if the night runs over
And if the day won’t last
And if our way should falter
Along the stony pass

And if the night runs over
And if the day won’t last
And if your way should falter
Along this stony pass

It’s just a moment
This time will pass
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ESTUDIO Y ADAPTACIÓN DE LA GUÍA
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